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 DATE: January 20, 2022 
 
 
TO: Mayor and Council FROM: Michael J. Ortega, P.E. 
 City of Tucson  City Manager 
 
 
SUBJECT: Transportation Funding Initiative 
 
Background 
 
At the Jan. 11, 2022 Mayor & Council Study Session, you asked that I come back with additional options 
for funding our transportation system for further discussion during your Jan. 25, 2022 meeting.  
Specifically, you asked that I present different scenarios for varying levels of a potential ballot measure to 
include ¼, ½, ¾, and 1-cent sales tax proposals. To present the options, outlined for your consideration is 
the following table showing the projected revenue for each of these different sales tax amounts. The table 
is self-explanatory and is the basis for the remainder of the memorandum. It is important to bring to your 
attention the second column is the “average annual” revenue. This amount will vary based on actual 
collections, but we believe using a 10-year timeframe will yield these results. Should you decide to use five 
years, we may adjust the revenue projections accordingly. 
 

Sales tax Annual 
Average 

5 years 10 years 15 years 20 years 

¼ cent $    37 $   185 $    370 $    555 $    740 
½ cent $    74 $   370 $    740 $ 1,110 $ 1,480 
¾ cent $   110 $   550 $ 1,100 $ 1,650 $ 2,200 
1 cent $   148 $   740 $ 1,480 $ 2,220 $ 2,960 

 
*Numbers shown in millions 
 
As you can see from the above table, the average amount of sales tax projected to be collected can range 
from approximately $37M to $148M annually. As you are aware, Move Tucson, our transportation and 
mobility master plan, presented an aspirational goal of over $13B in needs over the next few decades. The 
recommended annual investment to meet the Move Tucson objectives is approximately $388M per year, 
which is an approximate 48% increase over current funding levels. Further, many of the current funding 
sources are due to sunset in the near future, including the Prop 101 sales tax (2022), RTA sales tax (2026), 
and Prop 407 (2028). 
 
This potential sales tax would only fund a portion of the Move Tucson efforts. To fund the master plan 
would take several different funding sources such as federal and state infrastructure grants, impact fees, 
Highway User Revenue Fund (HURF), General Fund, and a dedicated sales tax, as well as others. This 
memorandum will focus on the potential for a dedicated sales tax and the use of General Fund and available 
HURF as outlined in my Jan. 7 memorandum.  Using these three sources, we can make meaningful progress 
towards some of the fundamental needs outlined in the master plan. 
 
I recommended in my Jan. 7 memo the breakdown of the transportation needs into three components for 
purposes of this discussion: pavement, transit, and complete streets. I will continue to focus on these 
components and funding scenarios to accomplish addressing them. 
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Per my Jan. 7 memo you are aware that we can expect to invest $11M annually starting in FY-24 from 
HURF.  In addition, I am projecting a General Fund investment of $10-14M annually for the next 5 years 
starting in FY-23.  I will not address federal grants (other than the existing transit grant), but this source 
could help offset the cost of our infrastructure improvements. Because impact fees have been pledged to 
cover the local share/match of the current RTA program through at least FY-26, I have not included them 
as a source for consideration at this point; however, this source could be considered beyond FY-26. 
 
The City of Tucson received a $47M FTA grant to offset some transit costs during the pandemic. This is 
the funding source I recommended to cover the costs for not charging fares for FY-22. In addition, I am 
allocating funds from this source over the next five years to cover a portion of fare box collections and 
capital investment. Investment in transit from this source would continue but may evolve given the use of 
other sources as outlined below.   
 
HURF is restricted for specific transportation related expenses.  The amount of funding generated from a 
sales tax, if any, would dictate the specific chemistry of how both HURF and General Fund would be used 
for the various transportation system components. 
 
We know 85% of our residential streets are in poor or failed condition. We also project it will cost 
approximately $59M annually for 10 years to “address” every local/residential street. In addition, we project 
our arterials and collector streets need $15M annually to preserve and maintain the investment we have 
made over the past six years to improve pavement conditions. We are defining “address” as meaning some 
level of surface treatment that will prolong the life of the pavement to give us time to either fully reconstruct 
or perform more robust maintenance. Ten years is a significant amount of time to get through the local road 
(residential) system; however, an investment of $74M annually is what we currently estimate to be the 
capacity of our local road contractor/construction industry, on top of other ongoing pavement work being 
done in the region by other jurisdictions. We will actively work with our governmental and industry partners 
to increase this capacity to $90M annually, if funding is available, to potentially accelerate the schedule of 
addressing all local streets in less than 10 years. I will use $59M for residential streets and $15M for 
arterial/collector streets as the base goal for pavement investment and compare several scenarios against 
this level for your consideration. As mentioned above, I am assuming a 10-year length of each of the sales 
tax ballot measures. 
 
No sales tax 
 
If no dedicated sales tax is in place, it would equate to investing most or all of the referenced HURF and 
General Fund allocation towards pavement maintenance.  Even at the higher level of $25M annually starting 
in FY-24 from these two sources, it would be less than half of the needed $59M goal for residential streets. 
This would assume using the FTA grant of $47M for transit operations and capital, but no expansion of 
service. There would be little to no investment in complete streets. 
 
Residential street pavement would continue to deteriorate, with increased reliance on reactive actions such 
as pothole filling, and the majority of the focus would be on preserving the significant investments made 
using Props 409 & 101 and RTA on our arterial and collector roadways. Advancing several community 
priorities, including multi-modal access and connectivity, would be limited to remaining projects under 
Prop 407 (Connections). Further, movement toward smart signaling, intersection improvements, and other 
complete streets priorities would be limited. 
 
¼ Cent Sales Tax, $37M annually on average, $370M – 10 years 
 
Revenue generated from a ¼ cent sales tax would be put entirely towards residential street pavement 
maintenance. It is not enough to cover the annual $59M residential street investment goal but would help 
with the deteriorating pavement.  Under this scenario I would recommend the following distribution: 
 

1. ¼ cent sales tax – $37M residential street pavement 
2. General Fund – $14M residential street pavement 
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3. HURF – $11M arterial and collector street pavement 

Using the proposed allocations above, residential street pavement would generally improve over a ten-year 
period. Arterial and collector roadways would remain close to current service levels (pavement condition), 
but with a gradual deterioration over time. This would assume using the FTA grant of $47M for transit 
operations and capital, but no expansion of service. There would be little to no investment in complete 
streets. The outcomes of this scenario are much better than “No sales tax” with respect to the condition of 
the residential streets and marginally better for arterial and collector streets. Like “No sales tax,” there 
would be no expansion of transit services and minimal progress toward implementing complete streets. 
 
½ Cent Sales Tax, $74M annually on average, $740M – 10 years 
 
Revenue generated from a ½ cent sales tax would be put entirely towards residential and arterial/collector 
street pavement maintenance. This would cover the base annual investment goals of $59M for residential 
streets and $15M for arterial/collector streets. In addition, this would allow the use of available General 
Fund and HURF dollars for complete streets and some transit expansion. Under this scenario I would 
recommend the following distribution: 
 

1. ½ cent sales tax – $59M toward residential street pavement, $15M toward arterial/collector street 
pavement. 

2. General Fund – $12M for complete streets, $2M for transit expansion 
3. HURF – $11M complete streets 

This level of investment would address all residential streets within 10 years. In addition, this level of 
investment in arterial/collector streets would preserve the current level of service of this component of our 
transportation system. Further, it provides the opportunity for some expansion of transit services and modest 
investment in complete streets efforts as guided by Move Tucson. 
  
¾ Cent Sales Tax, $110M annually on average, $1.1B – 10 years 
 
Revenue generated from a ¾ cent sales tax would be put towards residential and arterial/collector street 
pavement maintenance as well as development of many complete streets components. This would cover 
the base annual investment goals of $59M for residential streets and $15M for arterial/collector streets. In 
addition, increased annual funding for pavement rehabilitation work, assuming it can be supported by local 
industry, could move the timeframe of addressing all residential streets from 10 years to 7 years, include 
reconstruction of some failing residential streets, and faster action on arterial and collector streets. Available 
General Fund and HURF would be used for complete streets and transit enhancements. Under this scenario 
I would recommend the following distribution: 
 

1. ¾ cent sales tax – $70M toward residential street pavement, $20M toward arterial/collector street 
pavement, $20M toward complete streets 

2. General Fund – $14M for transit enhancements 
3. HURF – $11M for complete streets 

This level of investment would address all residential streets within approximately 7 years, which includes 
full reconstruction of some residential streets within 10 years. In addition, arterial/collector streets would 
be preserved and improved above current service levels, transit services could be expanded, and meaningful 
investments in complete streets could be achieved. 
 
1 Cent Sales Tax, $148M annually on average, $1.48B – 10 years 
 
Revenue generated from a 1 cent sales tax would be put towards all three recommended transportation 
system improvements to include pavement rehabilitation, transit, and complete streets. This would cover 
the base annual investment goals of $59M for residential streets and $15M for arterial/collector streets. In 
addition, as described above, increased funding for streets would move the timeframe of addressing all 
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residential streets from 10 years to 7 years and include reconstruction of some the failing residential streets. 
All arterials/collectors would be addressed within the 10 years along with a significant investment in 
complete streets and transit expansion.  Under this scenario I would recommend the following distribution: 
 

1. 1 cent sales tax – $70M toward residential street pavement, $20M toward arterial/collector street 
pavement, $30M toward complete streets, $28M toward transit expansion 

2. General Fund – $14M for transit enhancements 
3. HURF – $11M for complete streets 

This level of investment would address all residential streets within approximately 7 years, which includes 
full reconstruction of some residential streets within 10 years. In addition, arterial/collector streets would 
be preserved and improved above current service levels, transit services could be significantly expanded, 
and significant investments in complete streets could be achieved. 
 
A few other thoughts 
 
The scenarios outlined above and specifically the chemistry of how sales tax, General Fund and HURF are 
used, can be changed based on policy direction from Mayor and Council during these discussions. The key 
will be understanding that HURF is restricted by statute for use on our transportation system. In addition, 
the language of the ballot measure will restrict the use of sales tax revenues for that purpose. 
 
The options available to you also include continuing participation in the Regional Transportation Authority 
as it contemplates a future ballot initiative referred to as RTA Next. Should Mayor and Council continue 
with that partnership, it will need to be clear that the City of Tucson’s needs are beyond the “regionally 
significant arterial corridors” that have been the traditional focus of the RTA. Our needs are much broader 
in nature when it comes to the implementation of the Move Tucson plan and the repair and maintenance of 
residential streets. 
 
Ballot Language 
 
As you know Prop 101 is set to sunset June 30, 2022 unless an extension is granted by the voters. It is also 
important to note that the original Prop 101 included 60% of the ½ cent sales tax for public safety equipment 
and facilities. As outlined in my Jan. 7 memo, I am projecting continued investment in public safety using 
General Fund cash carry forward or fund balance over the next five years. Hence, I have not included an 
allocation for public safety as a part of these discussions but focused solely on funding for our transportation 
system. 
 
The Mayor and Council previously called an election for May 17, 2022 for consideration by the voters of 
a dedicated sales tax, so that component is complete. The next step in forwarding a ballot initiative is to 
determine the exact language to be included.  The language will need to be explicit in the amount, duration, 
and specific purpose for the sales tax.  In addition, I would suggest including the establishment of a public 
oversight commission to ensure delivery of the program as approved by the voters. This is the same 
oversight process that has been established for the successful Prop 409 and 101 programs. 
 
Summary 
 
As a reminder, the RTA Board will meet again on Jan. 27. This is the last time they meet before the deadline 
you imposed on making the decision as to whether or not to continue as a part of the RTA Next program.  
Per your discussion during the Jan. 11, Study Session, I am expecting the Mayor to call a special meeting 
on Jan. 31 to discuss this matter again and provide direction with regard to both continuing with the RTA 
as a part of RTA Next and continuing with the sales tax ballot initiative for the election in May. 
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Feel free to reach out if you would like to discuss this information in more detail. 
 
MJO 
 
CC: 
Liana Perez, Deputy City Manager 
Timothy M. Thomure, P.E., Assistant City Manager 
Joyce K. Garland, Interim Assistant City Manager / Chief Financial Officer 
Jeff Yates, Director of Business Services 
 
 
 


